HISTORY OF THE KLEXIKON

COMPARISON WITH WIKIPEDIA

2014
April 2014
contact Schulte/Van Dijk

June 2014
start WMDE-project

Sept. 2014 – March 2015
interviews with experts

1 article

Aug. 2014
start blog

Sept.-Dec. 2014
several conventions

Sept./Oct. 2014
school visits

Nov. 2014
start wiki at ZUM

We found out
that writing
articles is
too difficult
for children.

Wikipedia already exists.
Don't try to
imitate it.

W: Wikimedia Foundation (WMF)
K: Zentrale für Unterrichtsmedien im Internet e.V. (ZUM)
owner

Dec. 2014
Google Hangouts
.

100 articles

Jan. 2015
Tagesspiegel

Feb. 2015
Dein SPIEGEL

Aug. 2015
Wikimania, Mexico

1000 articles

May 2015
UAS Cologne

Oct. 2015
Stiftung Lesen

June 2015
Univ. Dortmund

Nov. 2015
PÄDI Award

July 2015
WMF blog

Nov. 2015
Children's Univ. MH

Civility is more
important than
a productive,
but aggressive
contributor.

Nov. 2015
Schriftgut Dresden

access for contributors

2015

contributors

2016
Feb. 2016
new main page
Oct. 2016
ZUM meeting

1500 articles

March 2016
SCHAU HIN, family ministry
Aug. 2016 / Jan. 2017
WikiStammtisch podcast

July 2016
Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle Fernsehen

Nov. 2016
Timster/KIKA (TV)

March 2017
ZUM meeting

1800 articles

April 2017
Bachgymn. MH

April 2017
Main page Wikipedia

May 2017
bookmarks

wiki software

account

page

account

page

account
account
W: complex
wiki code
account
K: only basic
code allowed

W: editable even
without account
K: editable only
with account,
created by an
administrator

2017
June 2017
Univ. Essen

W+K: MediaWiki
Software

edit

page
page
page

W: general public
K: children from
six to twelve

access for readers

WMDE wanted
only a 'concept'.
We decided to
start the wiki
already anyway.

W: allows very short
articles (depending
on language version)
K: minimum standards
for all articles, real
text (no tables, bullet
points etc.)

readers

Feedback from
readers is important, but
costs time and
happens
rarely.

KLEXIKON
.DE

WO KINDER
NACHSCHLAGEN

1. Do you want to write a new text? Choose

an item from the 'list of article wishes'. You
cannot write about a topic if it is not on the list.

Help:Article wishes

Help talk page:
Article wishes

Where children look it up:
Klexikon is a wiki encyclopedia,
written for children.

(If you think that an item
is missing on the list,
you can propose it
on the talk page. Other
contributors can discuss
it for 7 days.)

I want to propose a new
item on our list of article
wishes: 'Monster of Loch
Ness'. This is something
many children might look up.

namespace with help pages

Write for the
Klexikon specifically. Simply 'rewriting articles
from Wikipedia'
does not work.

3. On the talk page of the

draft contributors say
that they find the draft
good enough to become
an article. It needs three
yes-votes.

Draft:Berlin Wall
The Berlin Wall was a histoDraft:Elephant
rical wall in Berlin, the capital
Elephants are mammals.
They live in Africa or in Asia
and are the largest mammals
on earth.
The trunk is a very long nose.
The elephant uses it to drink

Wikimedia Deutschland (WMDE) is a
non profit club
that supports
wikis and free
knowledge.

This poster presents its concept
and our lessons learned.

A
Aachen
ABBA
Aborigines
...

MORE INFORMATION

Draft talk page:
Elephant
Make it an article?
* Yes, nice draft. ~~~~
* Yes. ~~~~
* Yes, great. ~~~~

Be in contact
with the major
search sites
for children –
and on their
whitelist.
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namespace with drafts
2. The article starts as a draft

in the draft namespace. Other
contributors find it there and
help you with improving the
draft. There are minimum
requirements for articles.

Roller coaster
Elephant
A roller coaster is an attrac4. The draft is moved to the

article namespace, becoming
a new article.

tion you find often in theme
Elephants are mammals.
They live in Africa or in Asia.

namespace with articles

A wiki should
make a clear
difference between readers
and contributors.

In 2010 started a
project in German
Wikipedia with
children articles
about medicine.
The community
voted against it.

The word 'Klexikon'
stems from the
German words
Kinder, children,
and Lexikon,
encyclopedia.

Our report for
WMDE, about the
creation of a wiki
encyclopedia
for children, was
translated to
English.

In 2015, Klexikon
received 640,000
page views,
and 1,500,000
page views
in 2016.

ZUM e.V. is a
German association
of OER activists
and teachers.
They host Klexikon.

Start early with
the wiki, but
have a good
basic set of rules
from the beginning.

Find more
information at
https://
meta.wikimedia.org
/wiki/Klexikon

This poster and the photo by Ziko van Dijk, CC-BY-SA 4.0, for Wikimania in Montréal, August 2017
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